BRS ENT UK Flowchart for the Management of
New Onset LOS in the COVID-19 Pandemic

For all patients with loss of smell
( LOS) establish COVID-19 status
through history / PCR / serology if possible
Offer anosmia advice sheet to patients if
possible and direct them to AbScent
and Fifth Sense for further support
Olfactory training is RECOMMENDED
for patients with LOS > 2 weeks

Isolated LOS

LOS associated with
nasal symptoms
( regardless of COVID-19 status )

Negative
COVID-19
status?

Symptom
duration?
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Which category
does the LOS
patient fit into?

Symptom
duration?

Positive

An MRI brain scan is not
recommended regardless of
LOS duration

> 2 weeks prescribe OCS ( optional )
Omega-3 supplements ( optional )

LOS associated with
neurological symptoms
( including persistent gustatory dysfunction )
of > 6 weeks duration
( regardless of COVID-19 status )

> 2 weeks prescribe OCS ( optional )
if COVID-19 negative
MRI brain scan
recommended

Unknown
< 4 -6 weeks

Do COVID-19
Test

ENT Referral
Consider a
face-to-face
ENT Consultation
to exclude other
pathologies
+ - nasendoscopy

ENT Referral
Remote
ENT Consulation
may be
offered
instead of a
face-to-face
consultation

No

> 4 -6 weeks

Symptom
duration?

> 3 months

> 4 -6 weeks

No

> 2 weeks prescribe OCS ( optional )
Omega-3 supplements ( optional )
only if COVID-19 symptoms have resolved

COVID-19
test result
available?

< 3 months

Optional
treatment
with INCS
sprays
or rinses.

ENT Referral
A face-to-face
ENT Consulation
should be
considered to
exclude other
pathologies
+ - nasendoscopy

Optional
treatment
with INCS
sprays
or rinses.

ENT Referral
A face-to-face
ENT Consulation
should be
considered.

> 3 months

Yes
No

Is endoscopy
available?

No

Yes
Do an
endoscopy

endoscopy
normal?

No

COVID-19
test
positive?

The patient may
be managed
by their GP.
Provide
anosmia
advice and
recommended
treatment

ENT Referral
Remote
ENT Consulation
should be
offered initially
instead of a
face-to-face
consultation

INCS = Intra-Nasal Corticosteroid Spray
If positive
- Act on
findings

Yes

OCS = Oral Cortico-Steroids

benign
- nasal polyps

Do an
endoscopy

endoscopy
normal?

Act on findings

Yes
CT / MRI brain
scan

Yes

Is endoscopy
available?

No

Findings?

unilateral lesions /
lesions suggestive
of malignancy

Yes
CT / MRI brain
scan

If positive
- Act on
findings

Urgent
CT / MRI brain
scan

Remove
before
further
imaging

